Evidence Based and Conceptual Model Driven Approach for Agent-Based Policy Modelling

Abstract

Agent-based policy modelling is an application of agent-based social simulation. In this contribution it is applied to strategic policy making in the public sector. Open government principles relevant in this domain demand solutions that trace the origins of modelling decisions from narrative texts (background documents and stakeholder scenarios) through the whole policy modelling process up to the simulation results. With the help of such traces, decisions made on the basis of such simulation results are more transparent and comprehensible. This paper presents a conceptual model-driven approach developed and implemented in the OCOPOMO project. The approach ensures traceability by integrating technologies for agent-based social simulation, semantic web and model-driven development. Narrative texts are transferred into Consistent Conceptual Description (CCD) models. Those CCD models are transferred semi-automatically into formal policy models implemented in the DRAMS (Declarative Rule-based Agent Modelling System) toolbox. These formal policy models are further elaborated (i.e. the policy modeller has still full flexibility in programming the model), and runnable simulation models are programmed. From the simulation logs, model-based scenarios are generated to interpret and support a better understanding of simulation results. The model-based scenarios are textual narratives with charts summarising the output produced by the simulation runs. Thereby passages in these texts are linked with documents containing original narrative scenarios. These traces are realised via the CCD models. A well-elaborated policy modelling process and a software toolbox support the approach. A pilot case exemplifies the application of the process and the toolbox. Evaluation results from the OCOPOMO project show benefits as well as limitations of the approach. We also reflect how the process and toolbox can be transferred into other application domains.
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Introduction

1.1 Consultation in public policy development has a rich and longstanding history. Increasingly, agent-based models are being used both to guide and to formalise the consultative processes (Bcsu et al. 2008; Bommel et al. 2014; Downing et al. 2001; Moss 2002; Robinson et al. 2007; Valbuena et al. 2010). The OCOPOMO project extended the use of agent-based policy models by embedding the modelling in a software toolbox that supports direct inputs of text-based scenarios and comments by the public as well as electronic documents in a variety of formats.

1.2 The aim of the project was to involve stakeholders in the policy formation process thereby being participatory, consensus oriented, transparent, and as inclusive as possible in order to implement key good governance principles (Boms et al. 2014). These inputs were used to develop both a structure of the model – stakeholders and relationships amongst them – and rule bases capturing stakeholders’ behaviour and social interactions. The structure design was developed as an actor-network diagram and the rule base designs as process diagrams showing the conditions in which rules will fire and the consequences of the firings. The resulting model design consists of a Consistent Conceptual Description (CCD) of the policy case (Scherer et al. 2013). Each conceptual model element – entities, relationships, rules and their contents – can and should have one or more hyperlinks to relevant text phrases in the environment evidence. Participants in the consultative process as well as those conducting the consultations, officials and the model developers contribute to this documentary evidence. Policy analysts transform the CCD automatically to basic programming code with hyperlinks from the CCD elements to corresponding elements in the code. The structure of the simulation model is encoded in Java using the Repast4R library and the rule base design into definitions and rule styles in DRAMS – Declarative Rule-based Agent Modelling System (Lotzmann & Meyer 2011). Expert policy modellers then produce the code for the rule states, maintain the links back to the CCD and the documentary evidence from which the CCD has been formulated. After running the resulting simulation policy models, model-based scenarios are produced from the simulation logs. The model-based scenarios are narrative documents supported with visualisations, which provide an interpretation of the simulation outputs to stakeholders in order to give further insights into the policy case. Through the whole process, the supporting software toolbox maintains links between the background of the CCD, the programming code, the numerical and textual outputs produced during simulation runs and narratives based on those outputs. These links ensure that the exact extent and nature of the evidence base for the resulting scenarios are transparent to users.

1.3 In this paper, we present the evidence-based approach for agent-based policy modelling answering the demand for transparent social models as argued by Waldherr and Wimmer (2013). The achievements of this framework are:

- Increased transparenciness of policy models in order to make them more "trustworthy"
- Increased transparenciness of the modelling process in order to give guidelines to "beginners"
- Involvement of stakeholders and other domain experts in scoping the policy case and hence in model design
- Use of evidence-based (rather than theory-driven) models
- Application of effective methods from software engineering (conceptual modelling, graphical design languages, model driven architecture) to the social simulation domain

1.4 The overall framework for evidence-based and conceptual model-driven agent-based policy modelling consists of a policy development process describing the main phases and steps of the approach and the OCOPOMO software toolbox – a selection of technical tools developed with the aim of supporting participants and modelers through the different phases of policy development.

1.5 The following sections describe the OCOPOMO approach. The next section reviews related work. The third section introduces the framework for an evidence-based approach to agent-based policy modelling, i.e. the policy modelling process and the software toolbox. The demonstration of its effectiveness is based on a pilot study evaluating a policy of public support for research-oriented spin-offs from Universities. This policy intends to achieve sustainable tourism and cultural industries in the Campania region of Italy, which includes Naples, Pompeii, Heracleaenum and Vesuvius. Accordingly, the forth section briefly outlines the scope of the Campania example, while the subsequent sections five to seven deal with the subsequent phases 3 to 5 of the policy development process, which are all focus in this paper. The framework in section three and each of the phases in sections five to seven are presented along the following aspects (Boms et al. 2014):

- Objectives
- Approach
- Inputs
- Steps
- Outputs
- Exemptions from the Campania case

1.6 Finally, benefits, limitations and the potential for transferring the solution into other application domains are discussed in section eight.

Related work

2.1 The framework applies model-driven development of agent-based simulation models known from software engineering (Melotor et al. 2003; Völtzer et al. 2013). Gilbert and Troitzsch (2005) propose the use of UML diagrams for designing agent-based simulation models in social science: class hierarchies in order to present objects and agents with attributes; sequence and activity diagrams to present dynamics. Bommel et al. (2014) propose the usage of UML for communication with stakeholders. However, UML is not widely used in agent-based modelling (Bensim 2012). A reason might be that some scholars see ‘pure’ UML an insufficient basis for modelling agents and agent-based systems (Bauer et al. 2001; Parvin et al. 2009). Bauer et al. (2011, p. 93) propose e. g. AgentUML, an UML extension. However, the policy modellers in the OCOPOMO project originated from research disciplines such as psychology or social sciences. Even if they are able to program excellent simulation models, it often turned out that the approaches preferred by them were different from those that computer scientists, software engineers or information architects would choose. In particular the object-oriented paradigm of UML was not adopted by them (DRAMS – the language used for programming the simulation models – is declarative). The policy modellers suggested an approach that should be adapted to their specific needs. In addition, policy modellers in the project were very sceptical towards an engineering-based approach, because experiences with different approaches limited them in modelling without providing significant or, at least in their view, sufficient benefits. For this reason, we adopted the approach of our social simulation modellers together with them in order to preserve some freedom in modelling issues with the CCD meta-model. Concept and software should be adapted to their needs with the aim to develop a conceptual design-based approach for policy modelling supporting traceability of design decisions. However from a technical point of view, the CCD-meta model is relying on Ecore®, which is concerned with modelling aspects in UML (Steinberg, Budinsky, Merks, & Paternostro 2008, p. 16).

2.2 Many approaches exist, which support the visual development of agent-based simulation models from descriptive models and model-driven development of agent-based simulation models as e.g. the Eclipse Agent Modelling Platform® (AMP), Repast Simphony®. INGENIAS (Hassan et al. 2009), ELMS (Environment Description Language for Multi-agent Simulation, Okuyama et al. 2005), or MAIA (Modeling Agent systems based on Institutional Analysis, Ghorbani et al. 2013). They focus on the development of runnable simulation models. These approaches can be seen as rather complex due to the required level of detail
for producing complete models for code transformation. They are not supposed to be used as communicative basis for discussions with stakeholders. In difference, the OOCOPOMO approach aims in the first step to
develop a policy model, which provides the main concepts of a policy and is understandable for stakeholders and domain experts. A CCD is not a formal simulation model but supports the semi-automatic
transformation into one. The reason is that the project team saw the descriptive character of the conceptual model as more important than automatic code transformation (a semi-automatic transformation is accepted).  

2.3 Pignotti et al. (2013) describe an approach that supports the linking of model elements with documents. In difference, it does -- however -- not include such a detailed conceptualisation as it is provided with the CCD. In addition, the concept of Pignotti et al. does not regard stakeholder participation in the policy modelling process.

2.4 The achievements described in the introductory section make the OOCOPOMO process distinct from previous and more conventional approaches to policy formation in particular, and social analysis more generally. The key differences are the reliance on direct evidence to the exclusion of any more general social theory and the effect of this reliance on the degree of complication of the models. We offer no apology for ignoring social theory because, in the first place, we have found no cases, in which any models, theoretical or otherwise, have successfully forecast the impacts of any social policies and no cases, in which social theories have been constrained by evidence to anything like the same extent as OOCOPOMO models.

2.5 Because of the reliance of the OOCOPOMO process on evidence, which can be both voluminous and wide-ranging, the CCD can become exceptionally complicated. As the CCD is used to generate the elements of the formal models, this complication is reflected in the degree of complication of the models themselves. In principle no limit other than computational resources to the number of agents of any given type in a model exists. This feature of the process is also unconventional in relation to the social and methodological norms of the social sciences, where the models should be simple enough to be readily understood. However, in developing the OOCOPOMO process, we took the view that the purpose was not to understand models but, rather, to understand and assess various social policy alternatives and, more generally, particular social processes. We are not aware of any evidence to suggest that the simplest models can capture all of the essential aspects of complicated social processes. We therefore allowed the degree of complication of the CCD (and therefore the simulation models) to be determined by the views and the needs of the stakeholders. It was because the resulting models could be quite complicated that we concentrated on ensuring both the transparency of the models and facilities for exploring the models pseudemal. The textual and numerical outputs from the simulation experiments are recast into natural-language narratives (the so-called model-based scenarios). As with any reports of actual events in mass media or scholarly histories, best practice requires the formulation of the reports to be comprehensive to a wide audience. In this case, the narratives meeting this criterion also have hyperlinks back to the CCD (which can be viewed graphically and focused on relevant groups of rules or stakeholders or other social entities) and through the CCD to the documentary evidence. As a result, stakeholders and other users of the OOCOPOMO software toolbox can form an initial overview of the model-based scenario and then explore particular elements of that scenario to build up their own understanding of how the various entities and relationships suggested by the evidence lead of the simulated outcomes. Not all, and perhaps not many, of the stakeholders will want to understand the whole model and the whole social process it simulates. How much of the relevant processes they want to explore is up to them. We see our role as one of facilitation rather than advocacy or suggestion.

2.6 The next section presents the approach chosen in the OOCOPOMO project and how it is tackling aforementioned challenges with the framework for an evidence-based and conceptual model-driven approach in agent-based policy modelling.

Framework for an evidence-based and conceptual model-driven approach in agent-based policy modelling

Objectives

3.1 The objectives of the framework are (as outlined in the introductory section):

- To increase transparency of policy models in order to make them more "trustworthy"
- To increase transparency of the modeling process in order to give guidelines to "beginners"
- To involve stakeholders and other domain experts in model design
- To use evidence-based (rather than theory-driven) models
- To apply effective methods from software engineering (conceptual modelling, graphical design languages, model-driven architecture) to the social simulation domain

Approach

3.2 The starting point of the policy development process is either an existing policy, which needs to be revised, or a need for a new policy. A policy can be specified either by a government agency or an NGO or other particular stakeholder groups. Stakeholders and domain experts provide information in the form of accounts of actual events or stories or electronic documents such as web pages or PDF documents. These documents can be textual or statistical or any combination of the two. These documents constitute the evidence base for any OOCOPOMO process.

3.3 To support comprehension and understanding of a complicated policy simulation model, the OOCOPOMO process entails the use of Consistent Conceptual Descriptions (CCDs). From a technical point of view, a CCD means a file describing a policy case using the CCD meta model that defines a set of model elements. These conceptual descriptions are consistent both in the sense of formal logic (it is not possible to prove the same statement both true and false) and in the sense that they cohere with the evidence base described above. Conceptual model elements are linked with text phrases and statistics in the evidence documents. CCDs are therefore bridging the evidence base and elements of the simulation models developed by policy modellers. By semi-automatic transformation to the programming code of policy simulation models and its simulation outputs, the software toolbox maintains the provenance of outcomes from the simulated policy implementations. This framework uses multi-agent modelling, a modelling paradigm described e.g. in Gilbert and Troitzsch (2005). Hence, policy simulation models have to capture actor descriptions, their social relationships, individual behaviour, beliefs and actions as well as rules and conditional dependencies among actions of actors. The simulation models accommodate the relationships between the individual actions on the micro-level and the collective effects on the macro-level. The outcome is a set of narrative texts describing the consequences of policies in a manner that are formally consistent with the evidence base. They aim to guide the strategic decision makers as well as other stakeholders deeper and new insights into the effects of proposed policies and to inform the development of alternative policy options. Of course, the policy models based on the particular perceptions of different stakeholders are likely to be contradictory although each should be internally consistent. A key benefit of social simulation is that aspects are manifest in simulations that might not be evident from the textual descriptions by the stakeholders.

3.4 The software toolbox supporting the phases of the OOCOPOMO process consists of the following tools: The CSE tool is a web content management system[10] providing access by stakeholder to scenario editing and communication facilities. It integrates a CCD explorer, which allows browsing CCDs. Further, the software toolbox includes the CCD tool to create and edit CCDs, the CCD2DRAMS tool to transform a CCD into a DRAMS model, the simulation environment to program and simulate DRAMS models, and a simulation analysis tool to create model-based scenarios from the results gained along simulation runs. All tools except the CSE tool are available as Eclipse[11] plug-ins. Hence policy analysts and modellers can use them in one environment. Interfaces have been programmed to import documents available in the CSE to Eclipse, and export model-based scenarios to the CSE.

3.5 Wimmer et al. (2013) detail the overall approach. The software toolbox supporting the process and models can be downloaded on the project webpage[12].

Inputs

3.6 The inputs to the framework are

- An existing policy, which needs to be revised, or a need for a new policy
- Any background documents relevant in the frame of the policy including quantitative empirical data if available

Steps (Phases of the evidence-based approach)

3.7 Figure 1 details the overall policy development process with its phases, the artefacts generated in each phase and the tools of the software toolbox supporting the activities.
3.8 The process involves the following phases:

1. Collection of information and development of initial scenario: Policy analysts gather background information on the policy domain, prepare the documentation, and develop the initial scenario. This initial scenario gives an example in regards to the particular policy case and is the basis for further discussions. The scenario can be provided in the form of background documents among stakeholders. The software toolbox supports this phase with the Collaboration and Scenario Editing (CSE) tool that provides web content management features for editing and sharing documents online and for discussions among stakeholders and with policy analysis.

2. Development of scenarios and initial actor network diagram: The CSE tool supports the facilitator in the model building process and includes functionality for collaborative scenario development. The policy analyst and/or facilitator designs an initial actor network diagram together with stakeholders.

3. Policy analysis and conceptual modelling: The policy analyst creates a conceptual model (i.e., a CCD model) from the narrative and textual information base collected in phases 1 and 2 with the CSE tool. Storage of links of conceptual model elements to narrative texts allows tracing the transformation of information from narrative text scenarios to formal policy and simulation models. Policy modellers use these conceptual models for representation of knowledge available about the policy case and to develop the policy model.

4. Programming the policy model: Based on the CCD model, policy modellers develop the agent-based formal policy model in DRAMS with the simulation environment, on which the simulation runs. The CCD2DRAMS tool provides semi-automatic transformation of a CCD into DRAMS. Formal policy models are the starting point for running simulations of the policy case.

5. Simulation of policy models and generation of model-based scenarios: Policy modelling experts instantiate simulation models with particular variables and run the simulations. The results received from such simulations are textual logs. Policy modellers have to interpret and visualise them in a proper format. Hence, they transform these textual logs from simulation runs into so-called model-based scenarios (i.e., narrative texts) and into supportive graphical charts if respective data is a simulation outcome.

6. Evaluation and validation of evidence-based vs. model-based scenarios: Phase 6 serves to expose the model-based scenarios (i.e., results of phase 5) to different groups (policy owners, domain experts, and wider stakeholders). The purpose is that groups assess, evaluate and validate the simulation results and compare these results with the evidence-based scenarios they have generated or have in mind. Through these evaluation steps, stakeholders can reflect their positions expressed in scenarios, they may enrich their scenarios (feeding further information into phase 2 above) or may also better understand opposing positions of other stakeholders and negotiate the result to come to common agreements of a consistent policy model.

3.9 The approach involves iterative implementation cycles. If the model-based scenarios from phase 6 do not sufficiently reflect the expectations of the involved stakeholders, domain experts, or policy owners, these actors may revise their scenarios or may request revisions in the conceptual model (phase 3) and the simulation model (phase 4). Hence, a new process iteration is executed. This iteration cycle ensures that, in the end, the stakeholders are consistent with the formal policy model outcomes (i.e., the model-based scenarios). In addition, the simulation and scenario analyses contribute to new insights, which might result in revisions of the scenarios or demand for further background information that should be considered. Hence, we do not suggest a strict sequence of the process phases. Figure 1 outlines this with the double arrows.

Outputs

- Annotated narrative text scenarios generated by stakeholders and policy owners to reflect different views and aspects of a policy case
- Annotated background documents supporting evidence of stakeholders’ views in their scenarios as well as overall understanding of the policy case
- Conceptual policy models (CCD models) describing the main elements such as actors, key objects in the policy case, actions and conditions for actions, and carrying the links to the text annotations in scenarios and background documents
- Formal agent-based policy models in the form of DRAMS models
- Simulation logs and print statements
- Model-based scenarios interpreting simulation logs and print statements

3.10 Sections five to seven detail phase 3: Policy analysis and conceptual modelling; phase 4: Programming the policy model and phase 5: Simulation of policy models and generation of model-based scenarios of the overall policy development process as subject of the paper. The next section presents the example used to explain these phases and application of components of the software toolbox.

An Example: the Campania case

4.1 The OCOPOMO project encompassed three pilot cases; each case tackling a specific policy issue:

- Competence centres for knowledge transfer in Campania region, Italy
- Housing in Kosovo self-governing region, Slovenia
- Housing facilities in London, United Kingdom

4.2 In each case, the framework presented in section three has been applied for developing policy model. In the context of the paper, we are focussing on the competence centres for knowledge transfer in Campania region, Italy.

4.3 The policy is developed in the Campania pilot case aims at establishing competence centres for knowledge transfer in order to support the development of industrial clusters within the Campania region (Europe area project). The formation of networks between public and private bodies is assumed as the main way to stimulate innovation in Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) and extend the dissemination of the results of Research & Development (R&D) results. The need to create intermediary institutions that were neither business enterprises nor government agencies, but which form an integral part of the local/regional system of innovation, was recognised in Campania. The competence centres represent a networking model with the objective of bringing together the research capacities of regional actors such as research institutes, universities, laboratories, etc. that were previously unconnected. In the OCOPOMO project, the focus is on financing new and sustainable activities that take advantage of economic resources and points of scientific and technological excellence. The objective of the pilot case was simulation of different activities to assess policies intended to provide finance for new and sustainable activities through a combination of public and private investment.

4.4 In the next three sections, this policy case is used to demonstrate the conceptual modelling and simulation as well as the traceability supported by the software toolbox of OCOPOMO.

Policy analysis and conceptual modelling (Phase 3)

Objectives

5.1 The objectives of the policy analysis and conceptual modelling phase are:

- To analyse the information available on the policy case
- To develop a conceptual model of the policy case based on information available
- To annotate information sources in order to establish provenance

Approach

5.2 Policy analysts develop a conceptual policy model in the form of a CCD. Policy modellers use this CCD model for representation of knowledge available about the policy case and to develop the policy simulation model. Conceptual models base on the CCD meta-model embedding the following elements (Scherer et al. 2013, pp. 463–467):

- Structure: Description of the basic elements of the policy domain. Concepts describing Actors, Objects (representing particular elements or sets), Attributes (representing properties of model elements) and
5.3 Each element in a CCD can be identified via its UUDD[14]. The CCD tool[12] supports the policy analysis and conceptual modelling phase. Scherer et al. (2013) provide an overview of the CCD meta-model (vocabulary) and CCD tool features along the pilot case: Health in Kozlovice self-governing region, Slovak.

5.4 The inputs to the Policy analysis and conceptual modelling phase are different evidence documents as

- An existing policy, which needs to be revised, or a need for a new policy.
- Any background documents relevant in the frame of the policy including quantitative empirical data if available.
- Initial actor-network diagram describing relevant stakeholders for the policy.
- Initial scenario describing the policy.
- Narrative scenarios developed by stakeholders.
- (Model-based scenarios in a cycle iteration)

5.5 The policy analyst should apply the following steps to develop a CCD. The steps follow the first modelling process steps for developing social simulation models proposed in Doran and Gilbert (1994, p. 10):

1. Considering what is known about the policy: Analysis of data available for decision making. If discrepancies between different evidence documents exist, the policy analyst should come back to stakeholders and domain experts in order to clarify if discrepancies are reasonable or if there are misunderstandings. If the discrepancies between the scenarios are reasonable, the policy analyst can decide to define a baseline CCD, which is then branched into different versions based on the different scenarios.
2. Clarifying modelling objectives: Key questions to be clarified are: What should be modelled, and are the objectives in line with available information? The policy analyst should create a CCD file, describe the modelling objectives in the description and annotate the CCD with relevant documents in order to ensure that information is sufficient to meet the objectives.
3. Choosing policy aspects to be modelled: Analysis of data and background information for relevant elements and their relationships. The policy analyst should extract relevant phrases of relevant documents and create respective elements in the CCD that are linked with text phrases. Elements can be transformed as follows:
   a. Concepts are represented with Actors or Objects, depending on whether they have an active role or not.
   b. Facts are represented with Instances of Actors or Objects.
   c. Relationships are represented with Relations on the Concept level and Instance level.
   d. Characteristics are represented with Attributes on the Concept level and Instance level.
   e. Behaviour of actors is represented with Actions and Conditions. The policy analyst needs to link these elements with those already defined in the CCD.
   f. Annotations are represented with TextAnnotations, PdfAnnotations, or ExpertAnnotations.

5.6 Gilbert and Trowitzsch (2005, p. 207) argue that iteration is a common process when developing simulation models. Accordingly, the policy analyst revises a CCD in several iterative steps until a version is finalised. Conceptual modelling is also a collaborative process, where policy analysts bring in their experience but also come back to the stakeholders and domain experts or interact with the policy modellers with questions or discuss model elements with them. For example, if the conceptual model shows inconsistencies in the scenarios, the policy analyst might come back to scenario authors with questions (using the COP/MO platform, i.e., the CSE tool as online collaboration environment). Variations from or extensions to the scenarios can be conceptualised by the policy analyst adding respective descriptions (called `expert annotations') to the CCD elements. It is not the task of the policy analyst to filter out discrepancies in stakeholder or domain expert views between scenarios. The policy analyst needs to decide to describe them in one conceptual model or in different versions of the conceptual model (depending on the objective of the overall policy modelling). In the latter case, the policy modeller can create different policy models to compare simulation results in the next phase.

5.7 The outputs of the Policy analysis and conceptual modelling phase are:
- One or more CCDs describing the policy case.
- Annotated documents.

An example

1. First, policy analysts imported inputs generated in collaboration with stakeholders and background documents from the CSE tool into the CCD tool. Further, policy analysts annotated these narrative texts and elaborated model elements. Figure 2 presents an extract of the results. It highlights the relations between annotated text fragments and elements of the CCD. On the right, it visualises an extract of the CCD model as a tree with its elements. On the right, it visualises the annotation editor of the CCD tool with an annotated text fragment. The user selects text passages in the annotation editor. By drag and drop, the user can create new elements or add annotations to an existing element in the tree. All colourised text phrases in the annotation editor present annotations. Each colour represents a different element type. It is possible to annotate one text phrase with different elements. The arrow labelled with (1) shows a TextAnnotation element that links the parent element. In this case the Action "Project evaluation", with the text. This way, policy analysts linked other elements as well (see a few further arrows as examples).
Figure 2. Visualisation of a CCD model extract with text annotations in a scenario document

Figure 3 presents an excerpt from the resulting Campania CCD file:

5.9 Figure 3 presents an excerpt from the Campania CCD model in XML:

Label (1) shows code for the Actor “PromotionAgency” and its UUID. Label (2) shows the Action “Project evaluation” and its UUID. The arrow labelled with (3) shows the relationship between the Action “Project evaluation” and the Actor “PromotionAgency” via the Actor’s UUID. Label (4) shows a TxtAnnotation linking the Action “Project evaluation” with a text phrase.

5.10 The Campania CCD model describes strategies implemented by a regional centre of competence (i.e. a consortium of research centres) labelled as “service provider”. It outlines the dynamics associated with the competitive calls for proposals issued by public bodies at European, national and regional level and the free-market services sold to promoting agencies or private enterprises. The Campania CCD model contains two sub-models:

i. The competitive bids sub-model focuses on strategies implemented by regional centres of competence to maximize participation in competitive bids provided by public R&D funding programmes. This model part, public organisations (such as the Campania region or the Ministry of Education) issue calls for proposals, service providers set themselves up in consortia and submit proposals to answer the call. The promoting agency selects the best proposals, which become a financed project. Service providers increase their skills on the basis of funded projects.

ii. The service and products delivering sub-model focuses on providing a set of services and/or products for customers on the market by regional centres of competence (service providers). In this model part, providers sell services to both enterprises and promoting agencies. The latter having a double-sided interaction with the providers (e.g. on both the bids and the market side). The skills of a service provider influence the effectiveness of its services.

5.11 Both sub-models generate incomes and endorsements for service providers (i.e. Regional centres of competence). In the following, we focus on the competitive bids sub-model.

5.12 Figure 4 shows the general structure of the competitive bids sub-model created in the Actor Network Diagram. The model contains two main actors: the funding agencies that promote and evaluate calls for proposals (“PromotingAgency”) and the service providers (“ServiceProvider”), which set up consortia in order to participate in such a call. The diagram represents main Actors with a red dot. Objects with blue labels include text notes.

http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/18/3/14.html
squares and their Attributes with green crosses. The solid arrows represent Relations between the model elements. The red dashed arrow states that something is only known by the source of the arrow. For example, "proposalValue" is only known by the Promoting Agency (i.e. not by the Service Providers).

Figure 4. Actor Network Diagram showing the general structure of the calls for competitive bids sub-model

5.13 The policy analyst can represent dynamic behaviour of the Actors (towards Objects and/or other Actors) with Actions and Conditions: for example in the Campania pilot, a Promoting Agency will issue new calls for proposals, thus repeatedly instantiating the CCD Object "call for proposal". This is in turn a Pre-condition for another Action, performed by the Service Providers, which consists in setting up consortia to apply for the call. In turn again, consortia will submit a proposal to the Promoting Agency, which decides, which proposals should be awarded according to defined criteria.

5.14 Figure 5 presents a fragment of a resulting Action diagram, showing some main aspects of setting up a project consortium for a proposal, submitting and evaluating a proposal. Action Diagrams characterise actions by a yellow lightning icon, also indicating their Agent class within squared brackets. An orange sign represents a condition i.e. inputs and outputs of actions that allow modelling the behaviours and interactions among the actors.

Figure 5. Fragment of the action diagram that shows the main aspects of the consortium building, proposal submission and project evaluation process

5.15 It is important to note that this chain of Actions comes from the evidence-based scenarios: the policy modeller infers the main aspects and converts them from text to relevant CCD elements, then uses Conditions and Variables to create the links within the Actions.
6.8 Ensuring traceability through the step-wise transformation of narrative scenario texts via the CCD into formal statements in Java and DRAMS code is an important contribution of OCCOPOMO to policy modelling. As we have seen, the CCD2DRAMS component supports the policy modeller in generating both Java and DRAMS source code from a CCD file. It maintains provenance by linking the generated code fragments to concepts of the underlying CCD file using their UUIDs. From a conceptual viewpoint, the transformation of conceptual models into formal policy models is done by building analogues between elements of the CCD meta-model and elements of the DRAMS meta-model. The CCD meta-model already differentiates between the concepts Actor and Object by the fact that an Actor carries out an Action and an Object does not. Thus, an Actor of the CCD meta-model corresponds to an "Agent Class" in the DRAMS meta-model. The CCD2DRAMS tool transforms Objects and Relations into fact templates[17], CCD instances into facts[18] and CCD Actions with their pre- and post-conditions into rules[18]. The tool also generates required Java code to set up and run a Repast model. It is to be stressed that the two meta-models are not equally powerful. DRAMS as a formal agent-based simulation language is more expressive than the CCD meta-model. Dynamic aspects of the CCD cannot completely be transformed automatically into DRAMS. In the CCD modelling, the focus lies on the conceptual description of actors' behaviour. It does not describe Actions in the sense of "if-then-else" rules. Therefore, the CCD2DRAMS transformation can only generate rule stubs in DRAMS from Actors in CCDS.

6.9 At a minimum, the policy modeler has to fill in the rule stubs generated by the CCD2DRAMS tool with DRAMS code. It is also possible to elaborate the Java code produced by the tool to allow for efficient computations called by clauses in the DRAMS rules. Any of the usual devices used by developers of agent-based models (such as the use of random numbers to determine when particular behaviors will be manifested) can also be incorporated into the simulation models.

### Programming the policy model (Phase 4)

#### Objectives

- To transform a CCD into a runnable simulation model programmed in Java and DRAMS
- To develop and refine the resulting policy model

#### Approach

6.2 A policy simulation model in the OCCOPOMO process implements the behaviour of agents as rule-based, declarative entities created and initialized by a number of Java classes transformed automatically by the CCD2DRAMS tool for the Repast-based implementation of the agents as defined by the actor-network diagram. As described in more detail below, the CCD2DRAMS tool also produces DRAMS code fully specifying initial facts, permitted clause definitions and various terms and tokens. The tool also generates rule stubs, which contain the rule names from the Actions in the process diagram as well as conditions in which the rule will fire and further conditions generated by the rule. A DRAMS specification can be found in the OCCOPOMO project documentation[16].

6.3 The policy modeler elaborates the rule stubs to produce complete rules and also to generate print statements later used for the development of narratives describing the scenarios generated during simulation runs. These narratives enable stakeholders and analysts to explore the individual actions and combinations of actions that are believed to be available to policy owners (e.g. governments) for the purpose of achieving specific and well-formulated objectives. The model enforces the specificity and clear formulation of available actions and also clear, precise and well-formulated statements of the conditions, in which the actions might be taken and the consequences of those actions in the specified conditions.

### Notes

#### Inputs

- A CCD file
- Background documents from former phase to inform the policy modeler

#### Steps

1. Table 1 describes the steps for programming the policy model – both, using the CCD2DRAMS model transformation or building the model from scratch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Running the CCD2DRAMS tool to generate the initial simulation project. The generated Repast model and .drams files should be inspected for consistency and completeness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Optionally, Java classes for model or agents can be adapted or extended.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>The rule definition stubs need to be elaborated by specifying the Left Hand Side clauses (for the condition part) and the Right Hand Side clauses (describing the action part). Usually, additional declarative code definitions (e.g. type definitions for intermediate results, supporting rules) need to be added.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>The declarative model part can be checked for consistency, using a visualisation of the automatically generated dependency graphs. Furthermore, testing and debugging procedures should be performed by executing the model using the Repast user interface, possibly with a reduced number of agent instances.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Outputs

6.8 The outputs of the Programming the policy model phase are one or more policy models on which simulations can be started.

An example

6.9 The CCD2DRAMS tool was used to produce a skeleton of the simulation model. According to the CCD, the formal policy model contains two main agent classes: the funding agencies that promote and evaluate calls for proposals ("PromotingAgency") and the service providers ("ServiceProvider") which set up consortia in order to participate in such a call. The entire process has been modelled, including allocation of funds for the call, the setting up of the consortium, development of a proposal, submission and evaluation of results. The model also captures free-market services, whereby service providers are able to sell market services to either promoting agencies or private enterprises.

6.10 Figure 6 presents an extract of code generated from the Campania CCD model via the CCD2DRAMS tool. From the Actor "PromotionAgency" in the CCD, the corresponding Agent was created with a Java class and a DRAMS file. The arrow labelled with (1) shows that provenance of the Java class, i.e. the Actor "PromotionAgency", is maintained via this Actor's UUID. From the action "Proposal evaluation" with Actor "PromotionAgency" in the CCD (cf. Figure 3), a rule stub was automatically created in the DRAMS file of the agent "PromotionAgency". This CCD2DRAMS-generated rule stub was expanded by the policy modeler: The UUID (the arrow labelled with (2)), the rule's structure and its name were generated, while additional clauses were written on both rule sides by the policy modeler. Figure 6 also shows maintenance of provenance between Java and DRAMS source code (on the upper right, arrows labelled with (1) and (2)) via CCD (on the left) to the original text phrase (on the lower right, the arrow labelled with (3)).
6.11 The model is able to simulate agents' behaviour over a time period of many years, starting from the situation depicted in the CCD. The simulation runs generated simulation output files, so that policy modellers could produce model-based scenarios for stakeholders. This phase is explained in the next section.

### Simulation of policy models and generation of model-based scenarios (Phase 5)

#### Objectives

- To run simulations on formal policy models
- To provide input for refining formal policy models
- To create model-based scenarios in order to expose simulation results to stakeholders and policy owners

#### Approach

7.1 Running simulations on a policy model produces output in the form of print statements and log files. They describe sequences of events including causes, decisions and the outcomes that emerge during simulation experiments with the model. Under a simulation run initialisation, the policy modellers have to define the number of time steps and different agents are defined. In some cases, it will be necessary to keep the proportion of the numbers of different agent types constant in order not to bias the model.

7.2 With the help of the scenario analysis tool, the policy modellers transfer the formal modelling results into a narrative model-based scenario storing the provenance of simulation results through the conceptual model. Visualisation of simulation results is needed to demonstrate how operation works, and which results are generated and derivable from current scenario descriptions. Visualisation is further essential to provide simulation results to different users such as stakeholders or policy owners.

7.3 The visualisations significantly facilitate feedback and interaction with the stakeholders and policy owners or domain experts. Such model-based scenarios and graphical charts provide a common and generally understandable format for the presentation of simulation outcomes.

#### Inputs

7.4 The inputs of the Simulation of policy models and generation of model-based scenarios phase are policy simulation models developed in the previous phase.

#### Steps

7.5 The steps of the Simulation of policy models and generation of model-based scenarios phase are:

1. The policy modeller repeatedly executes the simulation model. DRAMS allows the modification and testing of rules on the fly. Print statements with variables to be instantiated can be included anywhere in a rule. The modellers can direct these print statements to any console windows that have been defined by them, or to log files with different data formats (TXT, CSV, and XML). Some statements are used for debugging in the usual way. Others are used to report specific actions by individual agents and the reasons for them.
2. Once the policy modeller has completed a simulation, the policy modeller and/or analyst develop a natural-language narrative from textual logs and graphs and visualisations from numerical outputs. The passages in the narrative and the visualisations are each annotated with links to one or more textual and/or numerical outputs from the simulation.
3. In general, policy modellers will increasingly elaborate a sequence of simulations (and perhaps complicated simulation models. Having analysed and annotated the textual and numerical outputs from the simulation, the policy modeller exports the model-based scenario(s) to the CSE tool with support of the Scenario Analysis Tool.

#### Outputs

7.6 The outputs of the Simulation of policy models and generation of model-based scenarios phase are
Print statements and log files describing sequences of events including decisions and the outcomes that emerge during simulation experiments with the model.

An example:

7.7 Figure 7 visualises how provenance of simulation outputs is ensured during this phase. It shows on the figure's upper part, the "Project evaluation" rule in the "PromotionAgency" agents DRAMS file. Below this, it shows a log file, which has been produced during a simulation run. Each entry in the log file presents a task in a time step (tick) and holds information on the causes of this task. The latter is done via the UUID of fact templates and rules (see the arrow labelled with (1)), which caused the result described in the info tag (<info> ... </info>). Tasks result in a print statement as visualised with the arrow labelled with (2). Print statements inform the policy modeller in a textual form on the outcomes of the simulation run.

Figure 7. Extract of a simulation output of the Campania case model and links to DRAMS code.

7.8 From the simulation results in log files and print statements, policy modellers used the simulation analysis tool to produce three model-based scenarios for the Campania pilot by aggregating simulation outputs from three different simulation runs. The third model-based scenario is shown in Figure 8 to demonstrate the use of this tool. The policy modeller annotated the marked text phrases with entries in the log file to document their provenance.

In this simulation the financial outcomes of research centres operating in Campania and the outcomes of other research centres outside the region are presented.

At the beginning of the simulation there are largely automatic funds decreasing over time. During the simulation regional research centres apply for public grants and intends to sell services on the market.

Due to the two bad facts are awarded grants are successful, but on the other hand regional research centres are able to sell successfully services on the market and the turnover increase even though automatic funding decreases.

Compared to several research centres outside Campania, research centres operating in Campania become self-sustainable, getting ever more funding even on regional market revenues and competitive bids.

From the perspective of the Regional Authority, in this simulation the Regional competitiveness (measured as the variation over time of income generated by Campania research centres vs. the total income of all research centres) increased.
The simulation analysis tool stores model-based scenarios with a *.narr file (narr for narrative). This tool supports the policy modeller by linking text phrases to the original entries in the log file (see the arrow labelled with (1) in Figure 9). Via the UUIDs of the relevant fact templates and rules, the log entries are already linked with the CCD (see arrows from log file to the CCD in Figure 9) and via annotations in the CCD to the original text phrases as shown above in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

Figure 9. Model-based scenario linking to entries of the log file and to CCD

Figure 10 presents the model-based scenario in the form of a screenshot from the CSE tool. In this tool, stakeholders (domain experts, decision makers, participants) can view all model-based scenarios. The grey text parts in the Model-based Scenario 3 Campania link the relevant phrases of initial scenarios or background documents as described above (see the arrow to the window Annotations on the right visualising the first annotation in the text on the left). So the provenance of information presented in the model-based scenario is made transparent for stakeholders. Charts, automatically generated through the tool from simulation logs (if relevant numerical data is available), are further means to visualise simulation results to stakeholders.
Reflecting benefits, limitations and transferability of the approach

8.1 The combined advantage of the evidence-based approach with the conceptual model is that it enables stakeholders to understand the reasons why the model produces what it does and, at the same time, to evaluate the plausibility of those outputs. In difference to the approaches presented in section two on related work that are supporting model-driven development of agent-based models, the following key value-added of the approach can be highlighted:

- The CCD meta-model is less complex because it does not contain elements for modelling environments, agent groups etc. Instead the two concepts Agent and Object can be used. An environment could e.g. be modelled as an object (if necessary) in which agents can be placed. A group of agents could be modelled as a single agent type.
- The CCD meta-model and tool support traceability of modelling decisions.
- The policy development process foresees the involvement of wider stakeholder groups in providing the evidence inputs as well as in validating conceptual models and simulation outcomes. Traces to provenance of information help stakeholders to better understand results of simulations and interrelations of aspects of the policy case.

8.2 In this section, we first discuss the benefits for different stakeholder groups; then, potential limitations of the approach are reflected, and finally the transformation of the solution to other domains is investigated.

The insights regarding benefits and limitations of the solution have been gathered through an evaluation of the OCOPOMO process and its software toolbox along the project, where different stakeholders, policy modellers and policy analysts have been interrogated. The evaluation was based on an evaluation framework, which emerged from the consideration of analyzing the process and the toolbox from views of different actors. For each reasonable combination of dimensions, it was considered what should be evaluated and what the key evaluation criteria were. On this basis, expected results[20] were defined and the evaluation methods (questionnaires and interviews) were selected. Questions were then developed for different groups in the process: stakeholders, policy modellers, policy analysts and facilitators. The results of the evaluation are available in a technical report of the project[21].

Benefits for different stakeholder groups

8.3 The subsequent explanations provide insights into the added value and benefits of the policy development process and software toolbox from the viewpoint of distinct user groups: Policy makers and stakeholders on the one hand, as well as policy analysts and policy modellers on the other hand.

Policy makers and stakeholders

8.4 Of utmost importance for decision makers is to be able to clearly understand and interpret the outcomes of simulation models. The framework answers this need by giving an opportunity to trace the simulation output, through simulation logs and CCD, back to the stakeholder input and background documents. This is vital to counteract the notion of computer simulations being a black box. Also, providing traces informing how stakeholders’ and domain experts’ knowledge and views on policy options have informed formal policy models and in turn have generated particular outcomes of formal simulations provides insight into internal workings and logic of simulation models that have not been possible before. This way, policy makers and stakeholders are equipped with a much better understanding of complex policy issues and their interdependencies in particular to social work of actors of the policy domain. This in turn results in better informed decision making and better understanding of potential impacts of alternative policy options. Further, the framework is designed to enhance the consultation process facilitating it online and hence reducing the consequences of spatial distance and time limitations (people can participate from various locations and at different times) allowing for more convenient data gathering.

8.5 As policy makers and stakeholders may not necessarily engage in the whole process, the tools developed, the development of model-based scenarios interpreting simulation outcomes and the traceability feature enable policy makers to quickly grasp an overall picture of the policy development process and of the stakeholders views and positions in a policy case.

8.6 In particular, the framework supports the current request for open government with the principles of collaboration, openness and participation to a large extent through the policy development process and its respective software toolbox. The iterative process enables stakeholders to comment simulation results and to request revisions if stakeholders’ scenarios have not been mapped properly. Or the simulation outcomes produce insights that lead to revisions in the views and considerations of stakeholders.
8.7 For policy analysts and policy modellers, a main added value and benefit of the CCD tool is to enable non-expert policy modellers to extract aspects of the policy domain under consideration, to conceptualise and structure the domain. With that, a CCD supports policy modellers in getting an overview of the policy context and available documents. It is also possible for policy modellers to discuss or elaborate conceptual policy models with stakeholders by using different visualisations.

8.8 An understandable conceptual model of a policy domain can further support expert policy modellers to generate initial code fragments for the simulation model through the CCD2DRAMS transformation tool. The implementation of the transformation makes it possible to generate from the CCD fundamental aspects of a simulation model in DRAMS and Java. All these elements contain traceability information. Thus the CCD tool helps to structure and speed the development of the simulation model.

8.9 A key added value for the stakeholders and the policy modellers is the traceability concept, i.e., being able to trace an agent description, a fact description or rules firing in the simulation runs back to the descriptions from where these have been derived (the evidences). Therewith the overall framework supports the communication function of simulation models corresponding to Waldherr and Wijnarnas (2013) and trust in simulation results corresponding to Pignotti et al. (2013). And to not underestimate, traceability enhances the quality of simulation models by basing modeling decisions on evidences and by visualising thereby the links maintained along the whole policy development process of OCOPOMO.

Potential limitations of the policy development framework

8.10 This section outlines potential limitations of the process and the software toolbox along the activities in the policy development process that were presented in this paper: CCD annotation and modelling, CCD2DRAMS transformation, and DRAMS simulation and modeling.

8.11 The CCD meta-model gives the conceptual modeler (policy analyst) freedom in the design of a conceptual model. The result is that different policy analysts can interpret things in different ways and can concentrate on different aspects of the underlying policy domain. This freedom makes it difficult to compare distinct CCDS originating from different modellers. CCD models for different types and domains (meant as specifications for distinct policy domains) should be developed to support conceptual modellers in developing CCDS to be more comparable.

8.12 The structure of actions and conditions is not strictly defined. This was chosen as an approach to make the arrangement of actions and conditions flexible and fast. With a more enhanced solution for automatic code transformation, this flexibility is no longer practicable. A more formal representation of action flows should be chosen with the possibility to express logic.

8.13 CCDs generated in the policy development process can be large in the sense of having many elements (verbal in graph theory Bondy & Murty 1979b) and relations among those nodes (edges in graph theory). Graph theoretic concepts of structure and paths can be applied to CCDS to compare different model designs. Whether by means of graph theory or by other means, features are required to optimise the management and overview of elements in the CCD.

8.14 The current CCD model representations are complex for non-experts. Improving the usability of features and functions is future work of our research. Support for policy modellers may be further optimised in order to speed up the implementation of a simulation model.

 CCD2DRAMS transformation

8.15 At present, the CCD2DRAMS tool supports transformation of CCD models to the DRAMS simulation environment. While the value-add of conceptual modelling of the policy case with provenance information is high, the transformation needs to yet be extended to connect different agent-based modelling environments with the CCD tool. This is another research work to be focused on in the near future.

8.16 Experience from simulation policy modelling was that the development process is forward and backward chaining the same time. The CCD facilitates this process by structuring and conceptualising the policy domain and the aim of the resulting policy model before starting with the development of the policy model itself. However, a CCD needs to be extended and changed a number of times during the development of a policy model because simulation runs produce open questions, which need further investigation. The support of this forward and backward development process needs further investigation to be optimised. This is especially important in order to support policy modellers in speeding up the implementation of a simulation model. Transformation from DRAMS to CCD would allow changes to the simulation model by a policy modeller be reflected automatically in the CCD. Rather than a model-to-tool transformation approach, a model-to-model approach should be implemented, which allows the execution in both directions. This would require selection of a corresponding transformation engine and assembling a CCD model.

8.17 Another supportive measure would be to see a CCD model as a higher abstraction level of a DRAMS simulation model, and to reflect this understanding in the meta-models. To achieve this, a common meta-model for technology-neutral policy models would be useful, which enables to have different views on a policy case. A CCD then would represent a more abstract view on the policy case – i.e. by taking bird’s eye view representing e.g. agents with respect to the occurring agent types and instances, while the implementation details of the DRAMS models are shown when zooming into the programming details. This would also allow a smoother transformation between two model types, which would indeed represent the same facts, yet in different description languages and at different abstraction levels. Such a solution would also resolve the backward consistency of models (from DRAMS to CCD), which is currently a manual step to be performed.

DRAMS simulation modeling

8.18 Although DRAMS allows developing, debugging, running and analysing simulation models, a number of measures would make performing these steps more efficient and more comfortable. One important point in this regard is the integration of DRAMS in the Eclipse IDE. Currently, DRAMS code editing is supported by an Eclipse feature and developing and debugging testing, testing of code fragments and supervising simulation runs require GUI components separated from Eclipse. Another set of issues affect (and also constrain) the design of simulation models. This is on the one hand the inherent (due to the data-driven rule scheduling algorithm) simulation state sub-tasks (branches) and the associated effect of multiple firing rules within the same (top-level) time step. This can be amended by an improved rule scheduling algorithm in this section. Another measure of scheduling the rule evaluation in a more “intelligent” order. On the other hand, the provision of additional features like meta-rules or backward chaining would introduce new application fields for DRAMS. There is also some potential for optimising DRAMS in order to make the execution of simulation models faster and to reduce the hardware requirements. The execution speed will get a boost by the above-mentioned improved rule scheduler. Another aim is to reduce memory consumption of (large) models. This could be achieved e.g. by implementing a fixed disposal policy, which intelligently cleans fact bases by removing unused or obsolete facts. At present, this can be (and has been) implemented either in the Repast Java code or by rules in DRAMS that retract specified facts asserted more than a specified number of time steps previously.

Transforming the OCOPOMO solution to other application domains

8.19 The policy development process and the software toolbox of OCOPOMO have a modular structure. That means, particular stages, aspects and tools can be used separately without having to employ the whole software. Already the three different policy cases development in economic disadvantaged regions, housing policy) show the applicability of the solution in different policy contexts. Even along the implementation of these pilot cases, variations of methods have been applied along the policy development, hence evidencing the flexibility of the framework.

8.20 The process of policy development relies on the CCD tool and its extensions. The use of the OCOPOMO tools and methods to other domains is easily possible. The CCD meta-model is abstract enough to accommodate different peculiarities of policy domains. The approach was e.g. applied in combination with qualitative text analysis using MaxQDA[22] in the GHOLDERS Project[23] to model the collapse of a criminal network (Neumann & Lotzmann 2014; Neumann 2015). The CCD tool can also be configured to be usable with any other meta-model formulated in Ecore[24]. However, if amendments to the meta-concept become necessary, this will require an update of the CCD tool, which will in turn have also consequences to restrict the use of the CCD2DRAMS tool and DRAMS.

8.21 In OCOPOMO, the programming of simulation models is a process of agent-based modelling and in particular declarative rule-based agent modelling using DRAMS. Employing the software toolbox in other domains the best possible way means therefore to use the same modelling methods and tools. As the project has followed a modular approach, it is possible to apply other modelling tools supporting agent-based modelling. As already mentioned before, the CCD tool is flexible as it provides the knowledge representation in standard XML code. Hence, if a different simulation modelling tool is to be used in a new policy development case, such a CCD2DRAMS equivalent component could be implemented transferring the CCD concept into the respective simulation environment (e.g. CCD2Repast, CCD2NetLogo[25], etc.). We would not argue that the process or the software toolbox would support a different modelling method such as micro-modeling or econometric modeling because of the enormous difference in tactics and goals. In consequence, the policy modelling process and its respective software toolbox can be transferred to policy domains with the aim of applying agent-based modelling in simulating social processes. Hence, this simulation modelling paradigm cannot easily be replaced.

8.22 Since DRAMS is designed as a self-contained Java software framework implementing a declarative rule engine, it can be used in a broad range of applications. Although it would be possible to use DRAMS as a rule engine outside the multi-agent simulation environment to implement e.g. business rules, the actual strength of the algorithms driving the DRAMS engine is the optimisation for distributed interleaved rule execution on shared fact bases. As these are typical conditions in agent-based models, DRAMS performs well in such environments, while it will not reach the efficiency of rule engines developed for expert systems based on the RETE algorithm[26] which are optimised for static databases.

8.23 Thus, the most important means by which DRAMS can be adapted to specific applications are the Model and Agent interfaces. Implementing the model interface makes DRAMS cooperate with any Java-based simulation tool. A default implementation exists for Repast 3.1, but concrete model classes for e.g. Repast Syntax or Mason[27] can be realised with little effort. Special implementations of the agent interface might be needed for certain simulation tools, yet these are usually dependent on the model of the object.

8.24 The integrated plugin interface provides a large potential for opening DRAMS towards other application domains. Different kinds of plugins allow to extend the functionality of the DRAMS core in various ways e.g. for adding (or replacing) user interface parts, providing for storing or analysing simulation outcomes, and even new classes to be used within rules can be added by plugins. Currently, the entire GSS, all output writing facilities and the Model Explorer are realised as DRAMS plugins.

8.25 As with the other tools, DRAMS provides its full potential with the traceability feature when deployed with the CCD and CCD2DRAMS tools in an integrated environment. If used as single component, provenance information cannot be conveyed from texts and conceptual models. Hence this feature would be lost unless a conceptual modelling tool complying with CCD tool and CCD2DRAMS transformation is implemented.
Notes

1Open COllaboration for Policy Modeling, http://www.ocopomo.eu/ (last access 2nd October 2014)
2By policy, we refer to strategic areas of complex decision-making with various stakeholders having potentially diverging interests. An extensive discussion of the understanding of policy and of public policy can be found in Anderson (2014).
4http://repast.sourceforge.net/net (last access 2nd October 2014)
7http://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.9.0/org/eclipse/emf/eore/package-summary.html#details (last access 2nd October 2014)
8http://eclipse.org/amp (last access 2nd October 2014)
9http://repast.sourceforge.net/repast_symphony.php (last access 2nd October 2014)
11See http://eclipse.org/ (last access 2nd October 2014)
12http://www.ocopomo.eu/results/software-and-models/software-and-model-artefacts (last access 3rd October 2014)
14Universally Unique Identifiers – see http://uts.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/9623939/apdsoa.htm (last access 2nd October 2014) for more details
17A fact template is the specification of “the number and types of data slots for a specific fact" (Lotzmann & Meyer 2011).
18A fact consists of “a number of definable data slots and some administrative information (time of creation, entity that created the fact, durability)” (Lotzmann & Meyer 2011).
19A rule contains "a condition part (called left-hand-side) and an action part (called right-hand-side)" (Lotzmann & Meyer 2011).
20An example of an expected metric for evaluating the usability of the CSE tool was: "The general usability and the usability usefulness of features is recognised as good."
21http://www.ocopomo.eu/results/public-deliverables/4.7.1-evaluation-strategy-trial-design-and-evaluation-results (last access 2nd October 2014)
22MaxQDA is a qualitative data analysis software (http://www.maxqda.com/), last access 2nd October 2014.
23http://www.gloders.eu (last access 2nd October 2014)
24Stemberg et al. (2008) provide a good overview of meta-modelling in Ecore.
25http://ict.northwestern.edu/netetgor/ (last access 6th October 2014) and Tsuie and Wilensky (2004).
26The RETE algorithm is e.g. detailed in Forgy (1982).
27http://ics.gmu.edu/~eclab/projects/mason/ (last access 2nd October 2014)
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